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Abstract. Advancement in fluorescence imaging with the invention of several super-resolution microscopy modalities (e.g., PALM/STORM and STED) has opened up the possibility of deciphering molecular distributions on the nanoscale. In our quest to better elucidate postsynaptic protein distribution in dendritic spines, we have applied these nanoscopy methods, where generated results could help improve our understanding of neuronal functions. In particular, we have investigated the principal energy transformer in the brain, i.e., the Na⁺, K⁺-ATPase (or sodium pump), an essential protein responsible for maintaining resting membrane potential and a major controller of intracellular ion homeostasis. In these investigations, we have focused on estimates of protein amount, giving assessments of how variations may depend on labeling strategies, sample analysis, and choice of nanoscopic imaging method, concluding that all can be critical factors for quantification. We present a comparison of these results and discuss the influences this may have for homeostatic sodium regulation in neurons and energy consumption. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.NPh.3.4.041803]
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1 Introduction

Spines are small nanoscale protrusions located on neurons as excitatory contact points, relaying electrochemical signaling between brain cells. Although documented over a century ago by Santiago Ramón y Cajal,¹ their inner molecular organization has only been elucidated more thoroughly during recent decades. For several neuronal proteins, their specific nanoscale locations are, however, not yet fully disentangled, and function is assumed to direct from topological organization in the neuronal architecture (on small as well as on large scales); elucidation of synaptic assemblies is thus of considerable interest in neurobiology.² A central determinant for the function of neurons in the brain is the postsynaptic molecular composition in spines. Which proteins are localized, where and to which amount, and how do possible interactions determine functional properties within and between neurons? As is well known, malfunction in synaptic signaling may generate different neuropsychiatric disorders (e.g., schizophrenia, bipolar disorders, autism, and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder [ADHD]). However, finer details of the protein distribution in spines are blurred in classical live-cell fluorescence microscopy (see Fig. 1). In order to study localization, interactions, and trafficking of proteins at the nanoscale, high temporal and spatial resolution with live-cell compatible microscopy is thus desired.

During the last decade, a handful of pioneering scientists have achieved the long-sought-after goal of visualizing the nanoscopic world with noninvasive optical microscopy. Optical switching was the unique solution that now allows one to separate and resolve neighboring fluorescent molecules on the nanoscale.³ Several flavors of “super-resolution” microscopy techniques today exist, thus allowing life scientists to beneficially select the most appropriate technique.⁴ ⁵ ⁶ Stochastic switching of single-fluorescent molecules with subsequent localization and image rendering (e.g., photoactivated localization microscopy [PALM] or stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy [STORM]) is one common imaging modality.⁷ Targeted switching at a selected point (or set of points) as applied in stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED) or reversible saturable optical fluorescence transition (RESOLFT) microscopy is yet another.⁸ Additionally, structured illumination microscopy (SIM) is a third imaging approach that allows resolving into the sub-hundred nanometer regime.⁹ The developed techniques can all be applied with either immunohistochemical labeling or genetic transfection and are similar in many respects, but distinct in others (data generation, speed, multiplexing, resolution, and analysis) with potential of further developments and combinations.¹⁰ ¹¹ ¹²

The principal energy consumer in the brain is the sodium pump (Na⁺, K⁺-ATPase), a membrane-bound enzyme that harnesses energy from ATP to establish a chemoelectric gradient across the plasma membrane in mammalian cells, by transporting three Na⁺ out of the cell and importing two K⁺ while hydrolyzing one ATP.¹³ The established chemoelectric gradient is later used as the energy source to drive action potentials, for secondary active transport of glucose and amino acids, and for co- and countertransport of ions in neurons. The overall structural form of Na⁺, K⁺-ATPase is a heterotrimeric αβγ complex, where the alpha subunit being the catalytic subunit transporting Na⁺ and K⁺ while converting ATP.¹⁴ ¹⁵ In neurons, two different isoforms of the alpha subunit are expressed: the ubiquitous α₁ (ATP1A) and the neuron-specific α₂ (ATP1A3), which demonstrate different affinities for sodium and potassium, as well as kinetic turnover rates.¹⁶ ¹⁷
In the case of mutations in the protein-coding sequence of the $\alpha_3$-isoform, a series of severe neurological disorders and diseases are correlated to enzymatic malfunction.\textsuperscript{18–20} Moreover, it has recently been shown experimentally and computationally that the sodium pump may provide a cellular memory of previous activity in neurons by controlling potentiation while interacting with different processing ion channels.\textsuperscript{21–28} Such integral feedback systems are suggested to be a crucial part of how the central nervous system can maintain stable functions, i.e., not to “go nuts” while allowing plastic mechanisms to shape synaptic outputs and network functions; processes that are assumed crucial for learning-related adaptations in the neuronal network.\textsuperscript{20} A plethora of modulatory messengers are at hand for fine-tuning cooperative processes of the pump and its regulation.\textsuperscript{30–33} Termination of repetitive seizures in neurons has additionally been shown to depend on sodium and potassium (as well as chloride) homeostasis regulated by the pump.\textsuperscript{34} The importance of Na\textsuperscript{+}, K\textsuperscript{+}-ATPase is thus easily motivated for ionic control and regulation in the brain.

In this work, we present some comparisons of PALM and STED microscopy data for the investigation of estimated labeled and expressed amounts in dendritic spines of the membrane-bound sodium pump (Na\textsuperscript{+}, K\textsuperscript{+}-ATPase), the essential protein responsible for maintaining resting membrane potential and controller of intracellular ion homeostasis. Our comparisons assess how imaging method and variations in labeling strategies and sample analysis may be critical factors for quantification. Furthermore, we discuss subsequent influences protein estimates of the sodium pump may have for homeostatic ion regulation and energy consumption in neurons.\textsuperscript{35}

2 Results

2.1 Stimulated Emission Depletion Microscopy

Figure 2 shows cultured striatal rat neurons immunolabeled for the sodium pump (ATP1A3) visualized with conventional confocal microscopy and super-resolution STED microscopy. Only the STED images reveal discernible pools of Na\textsuperscript{+}, K\textsuperscript{+}-ATPase complexes (green clusters in Fig. 2) both in the heads and necks of the spine structures with areas of empty patches, which realistically one assumes contains co-occurring postsynaptic proteins. Confocal imaging may be used as a “morphological” overview onto which one may attach resolved nanoscale clusters. Spine-heads viewed from the side, tilted, as well as from above reveals a modulated distribution of sodium-pump complexes. Analyzing only spines projecting out from dendrites in the plane of the cover slip reveals spatial sizes of individual Na\textsuperscript{+}, K\textsuperscript{+}-ATPase clusters having FWHM-values ranging from 43 to 88 nm, with a mean of 58 nm ($n=18$ spines). Assuming physical dense packing of pumps (crystallographic size $75 \times 65 \times 150$ Å\textsuperscript{34} in these nanoscale clusters would allow a total of around 300 Na\textsuperscript{+}, K\textsuperscript{+}-ATPase per spine structure (average of 5 to 6 clusters per spine). This value is an exogenous upper range estimate of the number of sodium pumps possible to achieve in the spine, but estimated with maximized geometric packing assumption. Using estimates from real biochemical data,\textsuperscript{36} assuming a scaffolding of only a single sodium pump per postsynaptic scaffold protein, which has a mean density of 4 to 5 PSD-95 molecules per 1000 nm\textsuperscript{2} membrane area, generate data suggesting that individual clusters may contain no more than 15 to 30 Na\textsuperscript{+}, K\textsuperscript{+}-ATPase. Total expression may thus be around 50 to 90 pumps being expressed in individual spines.

Analyzing the fluorescence intensity of the nanoclusters and comparing them to single fluorescence spots of antibodies nonspecifically attached to the bare cover slip reveals only a three to five times higher intensity of the labeled sodium-pump nanoclusters. The latter estimates possibly indicate that only a handful of pumps could be immunocytochemically labeled in each discernible cluster. Expression is then deduced to be about 15 to 30 sodium pumps in total for individual spines, as indicated earlier.\textsuperscript{35,36} As it has frequently been pointed out with antibody labeling, the molecular “bulky” size may induce distortions to epitope accessibility and to a physical broadening of the nanoclusters. Estimated numbers may thus be an overestimate if the antibodies physically increase the size of the imaged clusters, or possibly an underestimate if quantification is based on fluorescence intensity. Assessments of “true” amount of the sodium pump should in the future apply directly conjugated primary antibodies or Fab fragments having smaller physical size to evaluate any spatial influences on endogenous quantifications. Application of small-sized aptamers or nanobodies is also a suitable labeling tool,\textsuperscript{39,40} if they are available toward the studied biomolecules. Taken together, a total expression of tens of

Fig. 1 Cultured neurons immunolabeled with (a) monoclonal anti-Na\textsuperscript{+}, K\textsuperscript{+}-ATPase and (b) transfected with eGFP to visualize mature morphology and overview of membrane bound sodium-pump topology (ATP1A3) as done with confocal imaging (applied objective 63×/1.4 NA). Scale bar 15μm.
sodium pumps per spine structure as revealed by STED and fluorescence intensity is deduced.

2.2 Photoactivated Localization Microscopy

Figure 3 shows cultured hippocampal rat neurons transfected with photoconvertible (PC-mEos3.2), exogenously expressed as fusion proteins together with the sodium pump (ATP1A3) and visualized by PALM and wide-field microscopy [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. The image combination allows getting a morphologic overview onto which single molecule localization events may be distributed. In addition, to allow further control of postsynaptic regions, separating them from dendrites, mCherry-tagged PSD-95 [red in Fig. 3(c)] was combined with photoactivable enhanced GFP (eGFP) (PA-eGFP) tagged sodium pumps. Wide-field PSD-95 images were acquired immediately before PALM imaging by laser excitation at 561 nm. The sequence for mCherry was subcloned into the transfection plasmid vector before inserting the PSD-95 sequence as applied previously.43 As clearly dissected, PALM images visualize a sodium-pump topology (in agreement with STED) that the spine structures contain nanoclusters (green clusters in Fig. 3). Furthermore, heads and necks projecting out from dendrites reveal discrete distributions of sodium-pump complexes in the PALM rendered image, with appearing higher number of clusters in head areas. Both samples were cultured for 2 weeks with a subsequent week of transfection growth before imaging.

In pointillistic imaging, summation of single molecule detection events (over many thousands of acquisition frames) gives a possibility of quantifying molecule densities within a given region-of-interest.44–48 For quantification, spines were isolated from whole cell recordings and individually assessed for single molecule density calculations for both fluorescent probes. The estimated mean precision of both probes were similar, 20 and 25 nm for PC-mEos3.2 and PA-eGFP, with spread from around 10 to 50 nm, respectively.49 Although PALM data are often filtered for improved localization precision, our recordings have included all recorded single-molecule detection values. Localized events were processed for arbitrarily shaped cluster analysis, deducing mean cluster sizes of 0.01 μm² for PC-mEos3.2 and 0.02 μm² for PA-eGFP (n = 25 spines analyzed). Equivalent areas correspond to radiuses of 55 nm for PC-mEos3.2 and 80 nm for PA-eGFP. Cluster sizes ranged from 0.01 to 0.15 μm² for PC-mEos3.2 and 0.07 to 0.22 μm² for PA-eGFP. The number of events per cluster was 43 to 215 (with a mean of 124) for PC-mEOS3.2 and 42 to 319 (with a mean of 153) for PA-eGFP. The number of clusters per spine ranged between 2 and 5 (mean 3.3) for PC-mEos3.2 and 3 and 9 (mean 6.4) for PA-eGFP. This is in agreement with immunohistochemical investigations with STED as shown earlier, where cluster sizes and numbers of cluster per spine correlate quite well. Estimated number of Na⁺, K⁺-ATPase per cluster is, however, higher with PALM quantification. Total number of sodium pumps per spine is here deduced to about 410 for PC-mEos3.2 and 980 for PA-eGFP. The larger on-off
switching ratio (effecting the achievable localization density)\textsuperscript{51} might explain the higher value of cluster sizes and numbers for PA-eGFP around two times, which is reciprocally generated from a higher total amount of pumps. Another concern is the subsequent data analysis applied by the cluster analysis density-based spatial clustering of application with noise (DBSCAN) algorithm, which with increasing point densities may overestimate cluster numbers.\textsuperscript{52}

Absolute single-molecule localization estimates must thus also be considered as approximate, as each of the applied fluorescent probes has limitations preventing perfect quantifications.\textsuperscript{53,54} Of primary interests are fluorescent proteins activation/conversion efficiency and “photoblinking” effects,\textsuperscript{51,55} which either mask or induce overcounting of entities. Fitting estimated amounts with varied detection times in the low (dark) time regime, as developed by Annibale et al.\textsuperscript{55} to correct for photoblinking, gave estimates of around 40% overcounting for PA-eGFP and 25% for PC-mEos3.2. These estimates thus reduce mean expression of pumps per cluster to 92 for PA-eGFP and 93 for PC-mEos3.2. However, activation/conversion efficiencies of photoactivatable and photocountertable fluorescent proteins have been estimated to 40% to 60%,\textsuperscript{53} meaning that half of possible exogenous-introduced probes may not be detectable. A “true” estimate of total sodium-pump densities is thus challenging (i.e., depending on fluorescent probe and analysis), and deducible numbers might also be influenced by biological “overexpression” (i.e., sample preparation). However, for the highly regulated Na$^+$, K$^+$-ATPase system for which molecular function is heteromerically bound to endogenous levels of the beta-subunit, we expect a minor effect of transfection excess.\textsuperscript{56} On the other hand, the deduced exogenous densities might be an underestimate due to the competition with the endogenous protein for beta subunits. Future investigation should aim to achieve endogenous levels of proteins via, e.g., CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing to control sodium-pump expression levels. Use of transgenic animals with knock-in of a labeled protein of interest might be another suitable approach, as recently shown for quantifications of the scaffolding protein Gephyrin in neurons.\textsuperscript{48}

3 Discussion and Conclusion

As estimated by STED and PALM imaging, total sodium-pump numbers per spine structure may vary from tens to several hundreds comparing the former and latter methods. With the discussion of “photoblinking” and overexpression in mind, one may consider PALM deductions to be possible overestimates. On the other hand, competition with endogenous expressions for building blocks to produce heterotrimeric Na$^+$, K$^+$-ATPase and activation/conversion efficiencies might generate underestimates. Likewise, STED measurements may be underestimates due to possible incomplete epitope labeling. Overestimates may likewise come from the antibody possibly broadening cluster sizes if used to estimate pump numbers. Optimization of immunolabeling with selection of highly specific antibodies and

Fig. 3 PALM and wide-field images of the sodium pump tagged with PC-mEOS3.2 first imaged (b) in its unconverted form and (a) then converted to single molecule localization rendering. (c) PALM imaging of dendritic spines transfected with PA-eGFP toward the sodium pump with wide-field overlay of the postsynaptic scaffolding protein PSD-95 tagged with mCherry. Scale bar 300 nm.
controlled transfection systems for fluorescent protein expression is thus crucial step in sample preparation. Subsequently, data analysis has to be selected accordingly to allow “true” estimates of protein amount from the applied nanoscopic imaging methods. In our opinion, the obvious question one must then ask is if deduced amounts may be suitable for physiological regulation. Alle et al.\textsuperscript{57} have estimated that in the mammalian brain a density of Na\textsuperscript{+}, K\textsuperscript{+}-ATPase of tens/\mu m\textsuperscript{2} is enough to keep pace with steady sodium influx (average loading frequency 0.15 Hz).

If fast sodium regulation is intended (i.e., 26-Hz burst loading of sodium to be relocated in 1 second), several hundreds of pumps/\mu m\textsuperscript{2} are needed.\textsuperscript{57} These numbers seem to be within estimates found here experimentally in immunolabeled resolved STED images or with transfected PALM imaged neurons.

Furthermore, homeostatic regulation of sodium has been studied and described for many different systems, including neurons. In a series of studies, Rose\textsuperscript{58,59} has investigated sodium homeostasis in dendritic spines. Figure 4 shows a performed experiment where a sodium-sensitive dye was applied to measure transient sodium loads in dendrites and in spines (burst loading at 50 Hz). Response in spines typical accumulate a sodium load of 45 mM and this load is thereafter cleared during a “fast” (~2 s) and a “slow” (~10 s) recovery phase to intracellular baseline levels (i.e., ~15 mM). Assuming a physically sized spine as seen in Fig. 2 (diameter ~300 nm; volume 1.4 × 10\textsuperscript{-17} L), the accumulated sodium load corresponds to about 378,000 Na\textsuperscript{+} entering the spine-head (loaded via AMPA and NMDA receptors located in the head membrane). Available kinetic data can be used to estimate how many sodium pumps are needed to clear this physiological sodium load. The enzymatic turnover rate for the neuron-specific sodium pump (ATP1A3) reaches a value of 160 s\textsuperscript{-1} at maximum,\textsuperscript{48} and will at intracellular levels of 50 mM be working almost at full capacity (see Fig. 5). Assuming an average turnover rate to be ~100 s\textsuperscript{-1}, 200 enzymatic turnovers will occur during the “fast” 2 s clearing period. Each enzymatic turnover extrudes three sodium ions, which gives that a total of 600 Na\textsuperscript{+} is extruded by a single pump. Thus a total amount of about 630 neuronal sodium pumps is needed to extrude the full load of Na\textsuperscript{+} during the “fast” 2 s phase of the recovery. The latter calculated estimate is, however, an overestimate, as neurons also contain the ubiquitous \(\alpha_1\)-isoform (AT1A1), considering the “housekeeping” pump establishing baseline homeostatic sodium concentration gradients across the plasma membrane. The full extrusion dynamics of sodium ions is thus occurring by a combination of “fast” emptying of high sodium concentrations via the

![Fig. 4 Using two-photon fluorescence Na\textsuperscript{+} imaging with suprathreshold synaptic stimulation (five afferent stimuli at 50 Hz) in CA1 pyramidal tissue cells, transient sodium gradients were detected in “activated” spines and adjacent dendrites. Recovery follows biexponential decay with a fast time constant (~2 s) and a slow time constant (~10 s). Reprinted with permission from the licensed publisher, Springer-Verlag.\textsuperscript{59}](image)

![Fig. 5 Enzyme kinetics of the ubiquitous \(\alpha_1\) isoform and the neuron specific \(\alpha_3\) isoform. (a) Kinetics data taken from Zahler et al.\textsuperscript{15} Normalized pump rates for \(\alpha_1\) (black line) and \(\alpha_3\) (gray line) as a function of sodium concentrations. (b) The 50% intracellular sodium affinity value (\(K_{\alpha}\)) is 12 mM for \(\alpha_1\), and 33 mM for \(\alpha_3\), and the Hill coefficient is 3.5 for \(\alpha_1\) and 6.8 for \(\alpha_3\). Pump rates for both isoforms scaled to reflect the difference in maximum rate, so that the neuron specific isoform \(\alpha_3\) (gray line) has a 10 times higher maximum turnover rate than \(\alpha_1\) (black line). Additionally, the summed pump rate from combining (equal amounts of) the isoforms is also shown (black-dashed line).](image)
α3-
isoform (ATP1A3) and a “slower” emptying occurring via a combined effort of the neuronal and ubiquitous sodium pump at lower concentrations. This shared workload is ideally suitable to cope with high and low sodium concentrations in neurons, and indicates that an approximately equal amount of the two Na⁺, K⁺-ATPase isoforms (ATP1A1 and ATP1A3) would be needed, as suggested earlier.40

To conclude, each spine is unique in the number and position of contact points with neighboring axonal presynaptic neurons and glia cells, and within its distribution of postsynaptic proteins.3 This complexity is probably a consequence of the functional regulation setup by and needed within the brain, allowing a plethora of biochemical interactions with variability in strength and speed to be tuned to demands put onto the network-controlling system. Accordingly, the number of sodium pump in neurons is under tight energy control to fulfill its function to regulate fast and large variations in ion concentrations.35 Interestingly, published data show that a distribution of sodium amplitudes may be detected from individual spines, indicating variability in sodium regulation. In this work, with the use of super-resolution STED and PALM imaging, we have discussed estimates of copy numbers of the sodium pump in dendritic spines. The deduced quantification has been compared between methods and to experimental and theoretical functional estimates. Overall, a one-to-one comparison is challenging since several parameters within and between the two methods affects quantification. Comparison to physiological data is thus essential to correlate estimates. A low density of sodium pumps (∼tens/μm²) may prevent the postsynaptic spine compartment from being exposed to ever increasing sodium concentrations at a low steady state influx.57 Similar low amounts of sodium entry AMPA channels (tens/spine head) have also been dissected by super-resolution imaging and the estimates were found to be functionally adequate.44,56 A high density of Na⁺, K⁺-ATPase (hundreds/μm²) delivers a sufficient number of pumps to provide a capacity for rapid restoration of high sodium levels and preventing the postsynaptic spine compartment from being exposed to prolonged “unphysiological” sodium levels.30,50 Taken together, this suggests that the finest structures of the nervous system, the dendritic spines, do not need many Na⁺, K⁺-ATPase to physiologically regulate and modulate the dynamics of intracellular sodium. The balance of the high-capacity/low-affinity sodium pumps (ATP1A3) for fast extrusion and the low-capacity/high-affinity pumps (ATP1A1) for homeostatic base-line regulation is likely a fine-tuned system for the integrated function and for conservation of energy.17 In addition to assessed Na⁺, K⁺-ATPase amounts, the topological distribution of pumps and overall spine structure morphology (including internal diffusional properties) may play an important roles in this ionic regulation, which should be possible to model mathematically and to compare physiological functions.34

4 Materials

4.1 Cellular Cultures and Protein Labeling

To investigate the sodium-pump distribution in dendritic spines, primary dissociated cultured neurons from the hippocampal or striatal area were prepared from Sprague Dawley rat embryo. All animal procedures were controlled and approved by the Stockholm North ethical evaluation board for animal research. Following published protocols, neurons were cultured for about 3 weeks and then immunohistochemically stained, or after 2 weeks transfected with fluorescent protein vectors to label the neuron-specific sodium pump.57,58 The primary antibody used was the well characterized mouse monoclonal anti-α3 Na⁺, K⁺-ATPase (Affinity Bioreagents, MA3-915) together with a secondary antibody goat anti-mouse Alexa594 (Molecular Probes Inc.) for immunofluorescence. Labeling was optimized regarding selection of fixatives (methanol selected), permeabilization solution (0.1% Triton X-100 used), blocking media (7% normal goat serum used), and concentrations of primary (1:1000 dilution in PBS selected) and secondary (1:500 dilution in PBS selected) antibodies. ATP1A3 plasmids subcloned with eGFP, PA-eGFP, and photoconvertible mEOS3.2 (PC-mEOS3.2) were used to transfected cultured cells with Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies) according to manufacturer’s recommendations. Transfected cells were analyzed 6 to 7 days after transfection. Figure 1 shows confocal overview images of cellular cultures with mature morphology as later used in the experimental section where super-resolution fluorescence imaging with STED and PALM were applied to elucidate sodium-pump organization in dendritic spines.

4.2 Stimulated Emission Depletion Microscopy

The STED imaging was done on a custom built system similar to previously reported,51 with some minor modifications. A white-light super-continuum laser source (SC-450 HP, Fianium) delivering both excitation and stimulated emission depletion wavelengths (exc = 567 nm, STED = 710/20 nm) was coupled together using a dichroic mirror (z690SPRDC, Chroma) before being sent into the microscope objective (HCX PL APO 100 ×/1.4, Leica). The fluorescence from the labeled sample was collected back through the objective and separated from excitation and STED light by a custom-dichroic mirror (Laseroptik, Garbsen, Germany) and a bandpass filter (ET615/30, Chroma) placed in front of a single-photon-sensitive avalanche photodiode (SPCMAQRH-13-FC, PerkinElmer) fitted with a multimode optical fiber acting as optical pinhole (ϕ = 62.5 μm). The sample was placed on a three-dimensional scanning piezo stage coupled to a controller unit (MAX311/M and BPC203, Thorlabs) offering a closed loop positional resolution of 5 nm. STED images were acquired with a pixel size of 15 to 25 nm and a pixel dwell time of 0.5 to 1 ms. Raw STED images were before further analysis deconvoluted using a Richardson-Lucy algorithm with an assumed 40-nm Lorentzian shaped point spread function (PSF).54 Image analysis of sodium-pump nanochusters was performed by a custom written code in MATLAB8 (MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts). STED cluster sizes were estimated as the mean full width half maximum value averaged over 20 directions from peak cluster intensity values.52
gradually increased to maintain sufficient activation/conversion during image recordings. An oil objective Plan-Apochromat 100×/1.46 DIC was used for all PALM imaging. Lasers were kept at oblique angles (near-TIRF or HILO) to maintain low axial excitation thickness and enhance signal contrast. The detector EMCCD-gain on the Andor iXon DU 897 (512×512 pixels) was set at 100. PALM images consisted of 5000 acquisition frames of 50 and 100 ms for PA-eGFP and PC-mEos3.2, respectively, were collected.

Subsequent PALM rendering and analysis were performed with the integrated system software (ZEN 2012 SP2 Black). Peak intensity to noise ratio for single-molecule detection was processed with settings of 4.5 and 6.0 for PA-eGFP and PC-mEos3.2, respectively, with a detector mask size of 3×3 pixels (300×300 μm2 in the image focal plane). Grouping of molecular detection events (with maximum on times and off gap times) were set to five frames for PA-eGFP and PC-mEos3.2, respectively. The grouping pixel radius for reoccurring and persistent events was set to 150 nm. Drift correction was done with the model-based autocorrelation of whole image section registrations (number of segments set to 10). Rendering for visualization was done with a Gaussian display mode, 10 nm/pixel, and 0.5x PSF expansion factor. Sodium pump analysis for PALM was performed by a custom written code in MATLAB® (MathWorks Inc.) applying the algorithm DBSCAN.50 The algorithm finds neighbors of data points within a circle of radius ε (here selected as the mean detection precision from PA-eGFP and PC-mEos3.2 in individual spines) to define a seeding cluster and the process continues until all density connected clusters are found. The density parameter (MinPts in the algorithm) was selected by plotting the number of clusters as a function of point density, and selecting the first “valley” as threshold number of connections (as suggested in Ref. 50).
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